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take your cambridge academic english online courses at your convenience, where you want. you can take the course at a time which suits you, but courses are limited to mondays-fridays due to the hours the university operates. when taking cambridge academic english online, you can choose the level that best fits your needs, from the most
beginner to advanced levels. you can take one, two or three intensive courses, also known as core courses, for example, reading, writing, listening and speaking. the cambridge english b2 students book helps students prepare for the celta and b1 exams. this is a very practical book for those people whose level of english is equal to b1. it uses
the familiar learning methods like repetition and practice, illustrated examples and questions, self-study activities, etc. this book is the best way to learn about grammar, mechanics of speech and vocabulary. grammar training in this book is presented in a systematic way. there are 10 major chapters, each of which comprises a set of modules.
each module is then divided into three or four sub-modules. students can access specific information with ease by using the questions which are included in the book or by using the study software included as well. the best features of the book are that it is small and easy to use, and it is also a rather cost-effective and practical product. as it is

designed for students of all levels of english skills, it teaches students essential grammar concepts and provides them with the study skills needed to succeed in this area of study.
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mathematics is used throughout the course. all topics introduced within the course are followed by an exercise, so you are encouraged to try the exercises and have the opportunity to practise the methods you will need to apply in the next course. therefore, you will be able to gain confidence in your ability to adapt to practical situations and make good
decisions. to ensure you can cope with the workload, there are two assessments each course, which are both examinations based on a series of tasks. cambridge academic english online preparation is the ideal choice for those students who wish to improve their grammar accuracy, vocabulary and academic reading, writing, listening and speaking skills.

students choose which english level and course they need, the place of their choice, what time and days are most convenient for them, and in what way they can most effectively use the course. with cambridge academic english it doesn't matter which language you want to study in, or if you want to study in english exclusively. all english courses provide a
test (proficiency test), which the student takes online. there are also several types of assessments for each course, depending on the students' needs and goals. cambridge academic & test preparation at ilsc caters for both gifted and average students who want to improve on english. this course is suitable for students of all levels, and whether you are

preparing for the ielts, toefl, or other exams, cambridge academic english online offers you all that you need to boost your skills so that you can achieve the very best results for all your future exams. at cambridge academic and test preparation, you will be taught by highly experienced and qualified teacher-teachers. ilsc teachers are all cambridge university
graduates, and have completed a rigorous certification process including an english language test in preparation for their role as teacher-teachers. they are also trained and assessed in delivering the cambridge online courses. a wide range of course content is offered at each level, from literature & writing to business english and global learners. in addition,
cambridge academic preparation courses offer a test every four weeks to ensure you stay on track. courses can be taken alone or as a combination of three courses in one placement to allow you to build a range of skills within the same placement. each course has a student online helpdesk which is available to address any questions and discuss study plans

and time management between sessions. the helpdesk also offers support with academic tests and provides frequent reminders and information on upcoming assignments. 5ec8ef588b
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